ตัวอย่างข้อสอบวิชาภาษาอังกฤษ ระดับปฏิบตั ิการ (ปริ ญญาตรี - โท)
Conversation
Instructions: Select the most appropriate choice for each item.
Interviewer: Good afternoon, please have a seat.
Interviewee: (1) _________.
Interviewer: How are you doing?
Interviewee: I’m fine, thank you.
Interviewer: (2) _________?
Interviewee: No, sir, I had no trouble at all.
Interviewer: Could you tell me a little about your (3) _________?
Interviewee: I graduated from UCLA in 1995, with a Bachelor’s degree in Journalism.
Interviewer: Any post-graduate degrees?
Interviewee: Yes, I enrolled in NYU’s master program for journalism and (4) _________.
Interviewer: How about your (5) _________?
Interviewee: After I left NYU, I worked for a year at the Cincinnati Daily.
ข้อ 46. (1) _________.
1) Yes, please
2) Thank you
3) With pleasure
4) Sit down, please
ข้อ 47 (2) _________?
1) What is the problem at your office
2) Did you like the office you worked
3) Was there any problems at the office 7
4) Did you have any trouble finding us

ข้อ 48 (3) _________?
1) hobbies
2) private life
3) previous experience
4) educational background
ข้อ 49 (4) _________.
1) didn’t finish
2) dropped out in 1998
3) earned a degree
4) took a break
ข้อ 50 (5) _________?
1) previous job
2) post education
3) work experience
4) other qualifications
Vocabulary
Instructions: Fill in the blank.
ข้อ 51. The Prime Minister will be leaving today to ____________the Asia-Europe Meeting.
1) visit
2) enter
3) attend
4) report
ข้อ 52. There is a high ______ of an accident when driving in heavy rain.
1) risk
2) threat

3) danger
4) warning
ข้อ 53. If they can buy personal computers, they should also be able to ______ the software.
1) plan
2) advise
3) afford
4) arrange
ข้อ 54. Artists normally use only acoustic guitars to play acoustic ______ of songs.
1) sounds
2) versions
3) patterns
4) instruments
ข้อ 55. Will you accept a credit card or do you prefer _______?
1) cash
2) bank
3) coins
4) money
Structure
Instructions: Choose the correct answer.
ข้อ 56. Thailand’s gross domestic product ________ to expand four to five percent this year.
1) expects
2) is expect
3) expected
4) is expected

ข้อ 57. Quality control is performed _______ every stage of our company’s production.
1) at
2) to
3) with
4) from
ข้อ 58. Tom was ___________ shocked when he saw the news that his son was injured in
the accident.
1) complete
2) completed
3) completely
4) completeness
ข้อ 59. As president of Homeland Estate Company, I would like to thank our business partners
_____ contributed to our success.
1) who
2) which
3) where
4) whose
ข้อ 60. An Australian tourist died in Russia after _______ from swine flu.
1) suffer
2) to suffer
3) suffering
4) was suffered

ข้อ 61. The purpose of this letter is to _____.
1) return the printers that have been used
2) ask for a technician and order more printers
3) stop the order of ten printers and choose another model ith
4) complain that the printers are not the model specified in the brochure
ข้อ 62. What is NOT the problem of the one – week trial printer?
1) It puts ink spots on the paper.
2) The paper sticks in the printer.

3) Some functions do not work well.
4) The printer was not delivered on time
ข้อ 63. The word “frequent” (in line 6) means _____.
1) clear
2) often
3) serious
4) broken
ข้อ 64. What happened after the technicians had tried to repair the printer?
1) The printer was fixed.
2) The problems were not solved.
3) The technicians ordered new printers.
4) The printer was sent back to New Printech Company.
ข้อ 65. Which of the following statements is TRUE?
1) Ms. Joan wanted to get a refund from New Printech Company.
2) Ms. Joan asked the printer company to send a technician to fix ten printers.
3) Ms. Joan wanted to get the brochures and the price list of new model of printers.
4) Ms. Joan ordered the wrong model of ten printers and wanted to change the order.

ข้อ 66. This passage is mainly about _____.
1) why advertising can become a big business
2) the techniques of advertising for different groups of people
3) how governments support the advertising of certain products
4) the techniques, means and regulations of advertising business
ข้อ 67. Advertising is used for _____.
1) employing famous film stars
2) creating rules and regulations
3) choosing certain groups of people
4) calling public attention to a product or service
ข้อ 68. The word “approve” (in line 11) means _____.
1) apply
2) accept

3) prevent
4) improve
ข้อ 69. Advertisements can reach people through many ways such as _____.
1) some products and services
2) television, radio and billboards.
3) some countries and specific areas
4) codes of conduct, rules and regulations
ข้อ 70. Which of the following statements is NOT mentioned as a way governments deal with
advertisements?
1) They set rules for advertisers to follow.
2) They do not allow certain products to be advertised
3) They limit specific display areas for some advertisements.
4) They promote the advertisers that make exaggerated claims.

